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Spanish Exploration in North America & Settlements from
Florida to Virginia (1492-1763)

Student Name: _______________________________________ Date: ____________________

For each of the following slides/questions, fill-in-the-blanks:

Question# Statement(s)
1. The period covered by this survey of Spanish Exploration is from 1492 to _____.

2. ___________________ is credited with the discovery of the New World in 1492.

3. Early Spanish and Portuguese voyages were made possible by the development of
bigger and more stable ocean going vessels like the ________________.

4.  Prevailing winds run __________________ in the North Atlantic; and, they run 
________________________ in the South Atlantic.

5. Ships from Europe went South and were then blown ______________________
across the Atlantic on the prevailing winds.

6. The _____________________ winds help explain how Christopher Columbus
wound up in the Caribbean in 1492.

7. One of Magellan’s ships returned to Spain with 18 men thereby completing its
voyage around the ________________ (i.e., circumnavigation of the globe.)

8. Spanish explorers were principally interested in __________________ and found
it by conquering native peoples in the Caribbean, South America and Mexico.

9. Early Spanish explorations in North America were conducted by all of the
following men EXCEPT __________:
A.  Columbus B.  Gomez C.  De Soto        D.  Raleigh

10. Juan Ponce de Leon looked for the “Fountain of Youth” in Florida.  His 1  voyagest

was in 1513 and his last was in _____________.

11. Ponce de Leon had _______________ (violent, peaceful) interactions with the
native Americans he found in Florida.

12. In 1524 with 29 men, Gomez sailed to the East coast of North America looking
for a ________________ passage to the Far East.
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Spanish Exploration in North America Continued

For each of the following slides/questions, fill-in-the-blanks:

Question# Statement(s)
13. The 1  Spanish settlement in North America was made by de Ayllon atst

____________________________in Winyah Bay, SC  in 1526

14. De Ayllon’s settlement was abandoned when de Ayllon died after 1 year and only
_____________ of the original 600 colonists returned to San Domingo in 1527.

15. The area settled by de Ayllon was mapped and referred to as
“_________________ de Ayllon” on Diego Ribero’s Map of 1529.

16. Winyah Bay, SC is South of __________________ Beach in SC.

17. The Spanish name for present-day Virginia was ___________________.

18. In 1560, a Spanish ship captured the son of an Algonquian chief and named him
Don ____________.  He returned to Ajacan with Jesuit priests in 1570.

19. On a Spanish map of 1562, the R. De Santo Spirito (i.e., probably the
_________________________ River) is shown flowing into the Chesapeake Bay
which the Spanish called “La Bahia De Santa Maria”.

20. On Jansson’s Novus Atlas Map of the “Mar de Nort”, one can see that Trinity
Harbor and _________________ Island were known to Spanish sea captains as
major features of the coastline in the Southern part of North America.

21. The Spanish feared attacks on their ___________________ ships might come
from privateers working under the protection of other European countries from
bases in Florida.

22. Sir Francis Drake (English) actually did establish a base in the Spanish Main and
the French built Charlesfort and Fort ____________ near the River May in 1562.

23. Most of the early inland exploration of the SE part of North America was
conducted by Hernando _______________ from 1539-1542.

24. De Soto brought horses, dogs and ________ for food on his No. Am. explorations

25. There were many Indian villages visited by de Soto as he went North from Florida
thru the Carolinas and inland as far as the Mississippi River.  His main
accomplishment was to open the way for ______________Spanish exploration.
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Spanish Exploration in North America Continued

For each of the following slides/questions, fill-in-the-blanks:

Question# Statement(s)
26. In 1559, Tristan de Luna made an attempt to colonize __________________, FL

near Mobile Bay, GA.

27. With a force of 1,500 soldiers and setters, de Luna came from _______________
and landed in Florida on 8/15/1559.

28. De Luna’s force in Florida/GA was decimated by a _______________________.

29.  In 1564, the ______________ Huguenots (i.e., Protestants) led by Ribault and
Laudonniere built a fort on the coast in Northern Florida. They called it Fort
_________________________.

30. The Spanish sent Pedro ______________________ to drive the French out of
Florida.

31. The French Fort Caroline was built in a triangular shape surrounded by a
________________________.

32. The Spanish who arrived in 1565 lived in a Great or _____________ House of
one tribe of the Timucuan nation which could hold as many as 300 people.

33. In 1565, Menendez established a Fort he called St. _______________ not far from
the French Fort Caroline in Florida.

34. Menendez attacked Fort Caroline, killed all of the French settlers he found there
and; later  found and killed ________________who had been shipwrecked on the
coast of Florida in a failed attempt to attack the Spanish at St. Augustine.

35.  Early maps of the Atlantic coastline were drawn by explorers looking for a North-
west passage to the ________________ and the Moluccas sometimes called the
“Spice Islands”.

36. Menendez killed all of the French who survived the shipwreck at
_________________ in 1565.

37. Governor Menendez commissioned Juan Pardo to explore inland from
________________________ (i.e., present-day Parris Island) in So. Carolina.

38. The first use of the term __________________ mountains was shown on Diego
Gutierrez’ map of 1562.
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Spanish Exploration in North America Continued

For each of the following slides/questions, fill-in-the-blanks:

Question# Statement(s)
39. In 1566, Juan Pardo expanded the fort at _______________ __________ and

called it “Fort San Felipe”

40. Juan Pardo led two expeditions in-country following the route taken in 1540 by de
Soto and he established Fort ____________ ____________ near the Indian village
of Joara . 

41. From Joara, Pardo’s Sergeant ________________joined the Joara Indians in an
attack on the Yuchi (i.e., Chicas) Indians in SW Virginia and destroyed their
village in 1567.

42. The Yuchi village that Sergeant Moyano attacked in 1567 was called
“Maniatique”’ and it was located near present-day _____________________, VA.

43. The Fry-Jefferson map of 1751 shows an Indian Road (i.e., probably the Great
Warrior Trail) leading to the South fork of the ______________________ River
in SW Virginia.

44. Indians the Spanish called “Chiska” or “Chicas” were a tribe of
_____________________ Indians living near Saltville, VA

 45. The typical Cherokee Indian village had long-houses inside a ____________  with
one entrance/exit for security.

46. Indians typically located there villages in places with natural protection for harsh
winter ___________ and where a constant source of fresh water and food could be
found (see the Wolf Creek Indian Village Palisade near Bastian, VA)

47. In 1568, the Joara Indians destroyed Ft. San Juan killing all of the Spanish
garrison there.  This disaster ________________ Spain’s effort to colonize the
Northern interior of La Florida.

48. The Huguenots in France were very upset by Menendez’ massacre of their settlers
in Florida and de ____________________ set about avenging this affront..

49. With an alliance with the Timucuan Indians, de Gourges attacked/destroyed the
Spanish at Fort _____________ __________________ which they had built on
the site where the French had their “Fort Caroline”.
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Spanish Exploration in North America Continued

For each of the following slides/questions, fill-in-the-blanks:

Question# Statement(s)
50. De Gourges was thereafter called the __________________.

51. In a drawing of the period, the French and Timucuan Indian forces seemed to
overwhelm the French garrison at Ft. _________ _____________.

52.  In 1570, Fr. Juan Baptista Segura and several ________________ priests again
sought to convert the natives in Northern Florida (i.e., in Ajacan).

53. With Don Luis (the son of an Algonquin Chief captured in VA in 1560), the
Jesuits returned to ____________________.

54. Don Luis deserted the priests and returned to his __________________ways that
disappointed the Catholic priests.

55. The priests established a small mission called St. Mary’s mission on the
________________________ river not too far from the Powhatan capitol of
Werowocomo.

56. In 1571, Fr. Segura and 7 companions were killed by ____________ _________
and his tribesmen.  

57. Menendez couldn’t find Don Luis in Ajacan; but, he captured _____local Indians
in the vicinity and executed them in retaliation for the murder of their priests.

58. After their failed attempts to convert Indians in Ajacan; the Jesuits abandoned
Florida and moved to ________________ where native converts were more easily
found.

59. From 1573-1675, __________________ monks built 34 missions along the SE
coast and across FL.

60. In 1586 with an armada of ships and soldiers, Sir Francis Drake burned and looted
the Spanish settlement at _________________________ in Florida.  This
expedition was known as Drake’s Raid.

61. After Drake’s Raid on the Spanish Main and its primary Fort in Florida, Drake
went to __________________Island and took all of the 1  Roanoke settlers backst

to England.

62. The Spanish built forts in Florida to protect their ______________ ships.



Spanish Exploration in North America Continued

For each of the following slides/questions, fill-in-the-blanks:

Question# Statement(s)
63. In the 16  century, rifles were called “______________________”.th

64. Castillo de San Marcos (built by the Spanish in 1672) was a heavily fortified
fortress with platforms for gun emplacements on the corners of a
____________________________ (square, triangle, circular) shaped structure.

65. English colonists in the Carolinas were particularly  ______________ toward
Spain.

66. In 1702, Carolinians with Creek Indians attacked and destroyed the town of
________________________________ but could not capture the Castillo de San
Marcos.

67. In 1704, Carolinians destroyed all of the Spanish ______________ between
Tallahassee and St. Augustine.

68. The Spanish ____________________________ monks had built missions across
Spanish Florida from St. Augustine on the Atlantic coast to Tallahassee, Fl.

69. The Creek Indian nation was a dominate group in Alabama, Georgia and
_____________________________.  Its favor was courted by the English,
Spanish and French alike.

70. Governor ____________________ of Carolina made a treaty with the Creek
Indians and together they attacked St. Augustine in 1739.

71. During the “Seven Years War” (i.e., known as the “French and Indian War” in
America) the ____________________ were in control of Havana, Cuba.

72. In 1763, Havana, Cuba was transferred back to Spain, but Spain parted with
__________________________ in the compromise.  Thereafter and until 1783,
Great Britain ruled Florida.
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